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Abstract— The paper presents a neural model for learning
sequences of relevant patterns embedded in distractors. A con-
textual episode is a sequence of relevant patterns – always
in the same order – intermixed with distractors. By repeated
presentations of all contextual episodes, the model discovers for
each episode the set of relevant patterns and their order. The
problem is solved in two stages: (a) by eliminating distractors,
and (b) by learning the order between relevant patterns. The
model uses the concept of latent attractors - essential in creating
different neural representations for same patterns in distinct
episodes. No external teacher and only Hebbian type learning
rules are used.

I. INTRODUCTION

Most information available to a cognitive system occurs in
time, and the temporal order of perceived informational enti-
ties often has great significance. A large body of work exists
on neural networks that learn to predict or recognize sequences
[27], [19], [17], [31], [24], [12], [18], [14], [15], [22], [16], [1],
[28], [21], [13], [29], [4]. This work has addressed many of
the important issues in sequence learning, including context-
dependence, temporal structure, disambiguation, noise, etc.
However, other issues remain open.

In the present paper, we focus on the problem of dis-
cerning a stable temporal order among sensory data when
they occur with variable timing, and are interspersed with
irrelevant distractors. Suppose a cognitive agent repeatedly
performs action

�
which produces a well-defined sequence of

consequent observations. However, on each trial, the relevant
observations are separated by a variable number of irrelevant
observations that have nothing to do with

�
but may be

relevant at other times. The system’s task is to detect and learn
the relevant sequence of observations. A non-neural system
can solve this problem relatively easily by performing off-
line estimates of observation frequencies and temporal order.
However, a connectionist system does not have this option;
it must learn by adapting its synaptic weights based only
on information available in real-time. Also, if it is to be a
biologically plausible system, it cannot use supervised learning
methods such as back-propagation [30], [26] or its temporal
variants [31], [24]. Instead, it must rely on Hebbian long-
term potentiation (LTP) [3], [20] and long-term depression
(LTD) [25], [11] of synapses with its constraints of spatio-
temporal locality. While there has been some work on learning
sequences with Hebbian synapses [27], [18], [1], [22], [28],
[21], most approaches for learning complex sequences have

relied on supervised learning [19], [31], [24], [12], [14], [15],
[2], [13], [4]. In this paper, we consider how the problem of
extracting temporal order among observations can be solved by
networks using purely Hebbian learning and no off-line storage
or external teacher signals. This work uses the concept of latent
attractors, which we introduced to model context-dependent
spatial representations in the mammalian hippocampus [23],
[9], [10], [7], and which we later applied to pattern recognition
using sequential observations [5], [6], [8].

A key issue in solving the problem described above is
that of information latching[2]: Retaining transiently available
information for arbitrarily long durations to capture the non-
Markovian dependencies of a sequence. Virtually, all neural
models of sequence learning use tapped delay lines of fixed
or adaptable [28] length, Randomly distributed delays between
neurons, or decaying activity traces [27]. In all cases, the
assumption is that recent information is more useful than
temporally more remote information. This is often a reasonable
assumption, but may not hold in many cognitive situations.
For example, the context for most episodic experiences (e.g.,
conversations, meetings, etc.) is set at the beginning of the
episode (e.g., recognizing the identity or mood of the inter-
locutor, identifying the composition of a group, recognizing
a place, etc.) This initial recognition of context can be much
more significant in determining later decisions or responses
than events closer in time. Similarly, in the problem at hand,
it is important for the system to discern and remember relevant
observations, no matter how long ago they occurred, while dis-
carding arbitrarily long sequences of irrelevant observations.
Tapped-delay lines, random delays, and decaying activity are
not sufficient to accomplish this [2]. In our previous work,
we have termed this long-term context to distinguish it from
the more usual, recency-based view of context in temporal
information processing, and have proposed the use of attractor-
based computation to address the issue [9], [10], [5], [6], [8],
[7]. We use the same ideas in the present work.

The problem we consider is also relevant to sequential
data mining, an area that has lately attracted much interest
in the context of database and bioinformatics applications
[32], [33]. However, almost all work in this area has used
methods other than neural networks, since allowing off-line
storage and inference greatly simplifies the problem. It is not
clear at this point whether a neural approach would produce
benefits in data mining applications, but it is instructive to



think of a cognitive system as being engaged in real-time, on-
line mining of sequential data from experience, and insights
from data mining may well prove useful in understanding
cognitive systems.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

We consider a neural system that receives time-varying input
organized into sequences of stimulus patterns, each sequence
corresponding to a contextual episode. The patterns in the
sequences are drawn from two sets:

1) The set of context patterns, ���������
	 , with ����������� � � ���
.

2) The set of regular patterns, ����������	 , with ����������� � � ���
.

Contextual episodes are drawn from an episode list, E= �� "!	 . Each contextual episode,  #! , has a canonical sequence,$ ! � $ !% $ !& $ !' � � � $ !( , where $ !�*) � for +-,.�/,1032.4 , and$ !�*) � for 0#5  ,.�/,34 . Thus, the first 0 stimulus patterns
comprise a context identifier, and the remaining stimuli are
observations. The canonical sequence is initially unknown to
the system.

The system operation consists of successive experiences,6"7
, 89� ������������ . Each experience,

6:7
, corresponds to a

specific contextual episode,  <;=8#> )
?

. We assume that each
contextual episode is experienced several times, interspersed
with other contextual episodes. If  <;=8#>@�� ! , the actual
sequence of patterns experienced by the system during expe-
rience

6"7
is: A 7 �CB 7% B 7 & � � � B 7DFE , G 7�H 4 , such that:I $ !�J) A 7 for all $ !�J) $ ! , i.e., A 7 includes the

entire canonical sequence of the corresponding contextual
episode.I If B 7 K � $ !� , ���L+

������ � � � 4NM  , and B 7O � $ !�QP & , thenR�S3T
, i.e., the patterns of $ ! always occur in the correct

order within A 7 .

Thus, the actual sequence during an experience is the
canonical sequence for a specific episode with arbitrarily long
sub-sequences of other patterns inserted in between. We term
this the embedding of the canonical sequence in the actual
sequence. We call patterns of the canonical sequence relevant
patterns and the rest distractors. Distractors or relevant pat-
terns in one contextual episode can be relevant patterns in
other episodes. The only constraint is that relevant patterns in
one contextual episode be unique.

As given, the system is required to perform two tasks during
an experience:

1) Identify the contextual episode from context patterns.
2) Predict the canonical sequence for the episode.

In our previous work, we have shown how a latent attractor
network can identify context in the presence of distractors [5],
[6], [7], so in this paper we focus on the second task.

III. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The architecture of the system is shown in Figure 1. It
consists of several layers, with G-U denoting the number of
neurons in layer L. Unless otherwise specified, each projection

has random connectivity with a given probability of connection
and all weights are chosen randomly with small initial values.

Fig. 1. Network architecture

The system’s task is to learn sequences of relevant sym-
bols — embedded in distractors — comprising a contextual
episode. The problem can be divided into two sub-tasks:I Subtask I: Learning to distinguish relevant patterns from

distractors in each contextual episode.I Subtask II: Learning the order of relevant patterns in
each contextual episode.

The first subtask is accomplished by the External (E),
Detector (D), and Context (C) layers, and the Latent Attractor
Network 1 (LAN1) formed by the Response-1 (R1) and
Hidden-1 (H1) layers. Latent Attractor Network 2 (LAN2)
with Response-2 (R2) and Hidden-2 (H2) layers is activated
only during the second subtask.

The role of the External (E) layer is to recognize input
stimuli. To keep the model simple, we use a 1-of-N code
for the inputs, so that each known pattern (without regard to
relevance) activates a single, unique neuron in E. The E layer
projects to the Detector (D) layer: Each E neuron is connected
to its correspondent neuron in D layer. Coding in D layer is the
same as in E layer, with one neuron per input pattern. The main
difference lies in its recurrent connectivity — monosynaptic
feedback from D itself, and a disynaptic projection through
the R1 layer. The monosynaptic recurrent projection is a self-
feedback of each D neuron onto itself. Activity in the D layer
is competitive, so that the neuron with the largest excitation
above a threshold fires at each time step.

The R1 and H1 layers together form a latent attractor
network (LAN) [23], [10]. A 2-layer LAN is a disynaptic
recurrent network with two layers: R and H. It has a number
of attractors – each defined by a subset of neurons in both
layers called the active set of that attractor – embedded in
its recurrent connections via clipped Hebbian learning. A
competitive VWMYX�Z[MYG firing rule activates V neurons,
where V is smaller than the size of the active set of an
attractor ( G*\ ): V]2^G*\ . The functionality of LAN is as
follows: once an attractor becomes active - most V neurons
are from an attractor’s active set - the activity will remain
inside that attractor as long as the external input onto R layer



is either uniformly distributed on all R neurons or it targets
mostly neurons in the active set of the selected attractor. Active
neurons, even though confined to the active set of an attractor,
are determined by the current external input. In the model, the
role of the two LANs is two fold: one, to represent the current
contextual episode - by activating a distinct latent attractor in
each episode, and second, to represent the external stimulus -
relevant or distractor. By activating a different latent attractor
in each episode, the same stimulus in different contextual
episodes will have a different LAN representation. A simple
attractor network could do either of the two tasks, but not both
at the same time.

LAN1 receives projections from D as well as from the C
layer. The role of the C layer is to recognize a change in
contextual episode and to project this information to LAN1
and LAN2. C layer neurons are active only at the beginning
of a contextual episode. Each contextual episode begins with a
single context pattern — randomly chosen for each episode —
activated in the C layer. The C-to-R1 and C-to-R2 projections
are modified via LTP such that each C context pattern biases
for activity mostly neurons in the active set of a distinct attrac-
tor. Once an episode is recognized and the correct pattern is
activated in the C layer, the latent attractor chosen to represent
the episode becomes active. After the initial recognition, C
neurons are silent until a new contextual episode starts. This
part of the system can be seen as a context-representation
network as described in [5], [6], [7].

The system operates on two time-scales: A slow time-scale,
indexed by � , that corresponds to the presentation of new
external stimuli and update in the activity of E and D neurons;
and a fast time-scale, indexed by � , which embeds ��� updates
of R1, H1, R2 and H2 neurons in each cycle of the slow
time-scale. Each episode/experience begins with �:��� �  ,
so the � value corresponding to a � step can be obtained as:
� ;�� > ��� �	�
����� 5  . For notational economy, we denote the
value  ;�� ;�� >�> of a slow time-scale variable  as  ;���> when
only the slow time-scale index is relevant.

A. Subtask I: Learning to Detect Relevant Patterns

The system first learns to accomplish Subtask I using
repeated presentations (experiences) of all contextual episodes.
Each experience starts with the appropriate context pattern in
the C layer, followed by the relevant patterns intermixed with
distractors in the E layer.

The first input in a contextual episode is the context pattern
active in the C layer. The context pattern projects onto R1
layer and – due to its modified connections - it selects the
attractor for the episode. The net input to neuron � in R1 is:
���	�������������� �	� ��� �"!��# �%$

� �	�� &(' �&)��� �+*,��- �.�	� !��# - � $
- �.�	�� &/' - �&0���)1324�

*5��6 �	� ��� �"! ��# 67$
6 �	�� &8' 6&9��� � (1)

where :�;�< = are the gains of each projection. The C layer input
into R1 is active only at the beginning of a contextual episode:
:?>A@ & ;���> �Y+ �CB � S  and the D layer input into R1 is active

only for � S  : :?DE@ & ;���> � + � Z X
FG� �  . Activity in the R1
and H1 layers is determined by a V M1X�Z M1G competitive
firing rule, with the V most excited neurons in each layer fired
every time step. H1-to-R1 projection maintains a uniform high
bias onto the active set of the selected attractor.

Each subsequent input stimulus — a relevant or distractor
pattern — fires its associated neuron in the E layer. The net
input for a neuron � in the D layer is:

� ��H��� �I�J��K	�L!&M# K $
K	�� &N' K&9��� �+*,���A�O!&M# � $

�A�� &P' �&)����1Q24�

*J� �	� �R!&M# �	� $
�	� �� &(' �	�&S���)1324� (2)

with :�; � > denoting the gain of each connection. Firing in D
layer is a threshold winner take all rule that fires the most
active neuron if it exceeds a threshold, T .

Initially, firing in D layer is determined solely by the
dominant E layer projection. R1 input provides uniform bias
from the active set of the selected attractor onto all D neurons.
Before learning, the R1 input is weak but necessary if a D
neuron with non-zero external input is to exceed the firing
threshold and fire. Thus, any pattern activating a neuron in E
layer - relevant or distractor - will fire its mirror neuron in the
D layer.

The purpose of learning in Subtask I is to train D layer
neurons to react only to relevant patterns in each contextual
episode. The desired response to distractors is as follows: If
they appear before the first relevant pattern in a contextual
episode, no D neurons should fire; if they appear after one or
more relevant patterns, the D neuron corresponding to the last
relevant pattern should remain active until the next relevant
pattern comes at the E layer.

The primary locus of learning at this stage is the R1-to-
D projection. The C-to-R1 projection activates neurons in the
active set of the latent attractor associated with a contextual
episode. Once triggered, this latent attractor then projects a
stable bias mask on the D neurons via the R1-to-D connections
such that D neurons corresponding to stimuli relevant in the
current context are disposed towards activity, and the rest are
inhibited. If (and when) a relevant stimulus excites the D layer,
the corresponding neuron is able to fire, but distractor stimuli
are unable to overcome the bias mask projected by R1 and
cannot activate their D neurons. In the latter case, the recurrent
connections in the D layer and the projection from R1 keeps
the previously activated relevant stimulus neuron active until it
is deactivated by a relevant stimulus firing another D neuron.

The bias mask is produced by long-term potentiation (LTP)
and long-term depression (LTD) in the R1-to-D connections.
Initially, the weights of the R1-to-D connections are set to
random, small values. Co-active R1 and D neurons have their
connections strengthened, while connections from active R1
neurons to inactive D neurons are depressed. Since distractors
are chosen randomly for each presentation of a contextual
episode and the relevant patterns appear reliably each time,
connections to D neurons corresponding to relevant stimuli
undergo relatively more LTP while LTD is spread more evenly.



Over time, this results in the desired biasing pattern from the
latent attractor in R1 to the D layer.

1) Slow and Fast LTP/LTD: The R1-to-D projection serves
two purposes: 1) To create the bias mask so that only D
neurons of relevant patterns fire; and 2) Together with the
self-feedback input, to keep an active D neuron corresponding
to a relevant pattern firing until the subsequent relevant input
comes in. These two requirements lead to two distinct types
of LTP/LTD operating on the R1-to-D weights.

The fast LTP rule used is:

$
�	� �� & ����� �

������� � $
�	� �� & ���)1324� ��2 *	��
 � "��������� $

�	� ������ ���� ' �� ��� �.' �	�& �������R2���������� �"!
$
�	� �� & ���)1324���$#4� �&%�' $ ��( %

(3)

where ) is a uniform random variable and * U 7,+ is the
probability of undergoing LTP. Learning is biased further by
a variable learning rate

T�- . / ;��:M  > with the magnitude of the
weight:

��
 � "� $ � � 20 �1� ����� *	� � � 2 � (4)

1 20 �1� ����� 13� � � 2 � %5456�7 8�9 1 %;:�456�7 8�9% 456�7 8�9 * % :�456�7 8�9� � $ � � 2
$ ����� 1 $ � � 2 �=<A� $ 1 $ � � 2 � 1?>+� $ 1 $ ����� �C�

The variable learning rate is a �A@ �CB function of the weight
magnitude: A small weight undergoes a smaller increment
than a larger weight. Since all weights start out with similar
small values, the variable learning rate magnifies the LTP
for connections that are incremented repeatedly — and are
likely targeted to relevant D neurons — while mitigating the
effect of occasional increments, which are probably produced
by distractors. The values of constants D and E control the
skewness of the �A@ �CB function with respect to weight limits.

The fast LTD rule is similar:

$
�	� �� & ����� �

� ��F ' � $
�	� �� & ���)1324� � 2 13��
 � G ����� ��� $

�	� �� � 2 ���� ' �� ��� � �IH �C' �	�& �������R2���������� ���
$
�	� �� & ���)1324���J#4� �&%�' $ ��( %

(5)

The variable learning rate for LTD is set as that for LTP.
The fast LTP/LTD modifies R1-to-D connections every

fast time-step, � , after R1 neurons fire. It strengthens the
connection between the response in R1 due to the D input
at time � and the active D neuron (  DK ;���> ) at time � ;�� > . Over
time, as relevant patterns appear more often than distractors,
active relevant D neurons will receive a stronger R1 input
than other D neurons. The R1 input will have an indirect self-
excitatory role for D neurons, similar to that of the direct
self-feedback from D layer onto itself. The difference is that
the R1 self-excitatory input is not equal for all D neurons as
is the self-feedback, but is higher only for relevant D neurons.
Fast LTP/LTD ensures that an active relevant neuron in the
detector layer remains active until the next relevant pattern.

In addition to the fast LTP/LTD described above, the con-
nections from R1 to D are also modified by what we term
slow LTP/LTD. This is done as in Eqns. (3) and (5), but using
 @ &L ;�� M  > instead of  @ &L ;�� > and � instead of � everywhere
else. Slow LTP/LTD happens every time a D neuron fires
(each ��� steps), between the active D neuron at time � and

the activity in R1 layer at the previous � time step ( �/M  ).
The purpose of the slow LTP/LTD is to create the bias mask
of the R1 input onto relevant D neurons. Over time, most
R1 neurons in the active set of the selected R1 attractor will
be more strongly connected to relevant D neurons, and very
weakly connected to distractor D neurons.

The slow LTP/LTD will slowly begin to block distractor
neurons in the detector layer from firing. This is because
relevant patterns are presented more often than distractors, and
because of the variable LTP/LTD learning rate which keeps
small weights down and increases larger weights. In the model,
the LTP learning rate is bigger than that of LTD. Also LTD
rate is kept constant.

At the end of Subtask I, the output of the detector layer in
each contextual episode is a sequence of only relevant patterns.
Each relevant pattern activates its detector layer neuron and
stays on until the next relevant pattern comes in at the E layer.
Distractor inputs before first relevant pattern in a contextual
episode do not activate any detector layer neurons.

B. Subtask II: Learning the Order of Relevant Patterns

Once the D layer reliably eliminates distractors from the
input sequence, the second subtask starts: Learning the order
of the relevant patterns in each contextual episode. Subtask
II has two phases: (a) learning and (b) retrieval. During (a),
the system learns the order of relevant patterns. The input in
this phase is similar to that of Subtask I: A set of contextual
episodes presented repeatedly at the external (E) layer. In (b),
the system is tested by checking if it can sequentially activate
the relevant D neurons for each contextual episode in the right
order. The input in this phase is just the context pattern in the
C layer — signaling the beginning of a different context. There
is no activity in the E layer.

For Subtask II, a latent attractor module (LAN2) is intro-
duced (see Figure 1). LAN2 is similar to LAN1 having two
layers: Response 2 (R2) and Hidden 2 (H2) connected through
disynaptic connections. The same number of latent attractors
is stored in LAN2 as in LAN1. C layer projects onto R2 the
context pattern of each episode. The C-to-R2 connections are
set like the C-to-R1 connections: The initial random weight
values undergo LTP to associate the context pattern of each
episode with the corresponding attractor.

The D and R2 layers are connected disynaptically. During
phase (a), both connections (D-to-R2 and R2-to-D) undergo
LTP/LTD. The R2-to-D projection is not active during this
phase. In phase (b), the E layer is inactive, and firing in the
D layer is determined by the R2 and R1 inputs. The R1-to-
D projection provides the bias mask onto only the relevant D
neurons in, while the R2-to-D projection has to select the next
relevant D neuron in the sequence.

While the input to the E layer is the same as in Subtask I
— relevant patterns mixed with distractors — the activity in
D layer substitutes distractors with relevant patterns because
of the prior Subtask I learning. Thus, the D input onto R2 is
a sequence of relevant patterns, where each pattern is active
one or more times in a row. A fast LTP/LTD process similar



to the one used in the R1-to-D connections (relations (3-5))
takes place in the D-to-R2 weight. The purpose is to ensure
that each active relevant D neuron will reliably select a distinct
pattern of activity in R2.

The R2 responses to an active relevant D neuron, in turn,
activate the next relevant D neuron in the sequence. The
LTP rule in the R2-to-D connections accomplishes this by
associating the activity in R2 — due to the � th relevant pattern
in the canonical sequence of a contextual episode (or to the
context pattern input) – to the �*5  th (or first) relevant D
neuron, as shown in the relation below:

$
��� �� & ��� � �

����� ����
����� � $

��� �� & ����1324� ��2 *	��
 � "��� � ��� $
��� ������ ���� ' �� ��� �.' ���& ���)1324� �R2�� ' ����� �"!�� � 6 �R2��F ' � $

��� �� & ����1324� ��2E13��
 � "��� � ��� $
��� �� � 2 ���� ' �� ��� �.' ���& ���)1324� �R2�� ' ����� �"!�� � 6�� 2

$
��� �� & ����1324���3#4� �&%�' $ ��( %

(6)

with
� � the number of times a D layer neuron fires repeatedly

and
TC- . / ;���> the variable rate of LTP (relation (4).) Essentially,

the rule updates a weight connecting two co-active D and
R2 neurons as follows: When the D neuron fires a series
of consecutive spikes, the weight goes up on the first spike
and down on subsequent spikes. The magnitude of the change
(
TC- . / ;���> ) depends on the value of the weight. Over time, the

rule assures that the R2 response to the � th relevant pattern
in an episode will project strongly only onto the D neuron
corresponding to the ( � 5  )th relevant neuron in the sequence.

The sequence in a contextual episode is recalled in the
retrieval phase (b) as follows: The R2 response to the context
pattern in C layer selects the D neuron for the first relevant
pattern. Then that one, in turn, activates a pattern in R2, firing
the D neuron for the second relevant pattern, and so on until
the whole sequence is recalled.

The dendritic input into � neuron in R2 is as given in relation
(1) but with R2(H2) instead of R1(H1). The excitation of a
D layer neuron, � , in the learning phase (a) is the same as in
relation (2). The dendritic sum of neuron � in D layer in the
retrieval phase (b) is:

� ��H��� �I�J���A�O!&M# �7$
�A�� &P' �&)����1324�+*,� �	� �R!&M# �	� $

�	� �� &(' �	�&S�����
*J� ��� �R!&M# ��� $

��� �� &(' ���&S����� (7)

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

We simulated a system with these values: G
	 � GGD.� � + ,GG@ & � GG@ ' �  +�+�+ , G�� & ��G�� ' ���+�+ , GG> ���+�+ ,
��� ��� . LAN1 and LAN2 had both 5 latent attractors with
an active set of

� @ & � � @ ' �  +�+ and
� � & � � � ' ���+

and V M.X�Z@M G values: V @ & ����+ , V @ ' ���
+ , V�� & �V�� ' ���� . Connection probabilities from R1-to-H1 and R2-
to-H2 were 0.7, from H1-to-R1 and H2-to-R2, 0.9, from C-to-
R2 and C-to-R1 0.8, from D-to-R1, 0.8, D-to-R2, 0.4, and from
R1-to-D and R2-to-D, 0.8. Simulations were done with G�� =4
contextual episodes, each with a single context pattern each,

G�� = 4 relevant symbols and G��1��� distractors. Relevant
symbols were chosen randomly for each contextual episode at
the beginning of simulation from a set of 20 symbols, while
distractor symbols were chosen randomly from the same set
each time an episode was presented at the input.

Figure 2 shows the performance on Subtask I measured
by: 0 ! & ;=8#> � ; G
��;=8#> MCG���> ��; 0! "M G���> , with G
��;=8#> the
number of correct firings in D layer at the 8 th presentation of
a contextual episode, 0" the length of an input sequence. It
can be seen that 0 ! & ;=8#> increases slowly over time. At the end
there are still a few situations when some firings are incorrect.
Those are detailed next.
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0

1

<
L q1

>

T

Fig. 2. Average learning quality ( �$#&% � � ) of Subtask I over
time. The mean is over seven simulations and four episodes in each
simulation.

Figure 3 shows the learning dynamics during Subtask I:' �
;=8#> is the mean percentage of distractor inputs that activate
their D neuron, and

' � % ;=8#> is the mean percentage of distractor
inputs — after the first relevant input in an episode — that do
not activate any D layer neurons. Both situations represent
incorrect firings. The plots show that the system learns to
neglect distractors very rapidly (i.e., they cannot fire their own
D neuron), but longer to stabilize the activity of the correct
D neurons (i.e., preventing distractors from firing other D
neurons).
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Fig. 3. Mean ( G and ( G*) as a function of time. The mean is over
seven simulations and four episodes in each simulation.

Figure 4 shows the quality of retrieval phase (b) in Subtask
II: 0 ! ' ;+��> ��G / ;+��> �QG
� , where G / ;+��> is the number of
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Fig. 4. Mean and standard deviation of #&% � values over seven
simulations and four episodes as a function of � , the index of the
relevant pattern.

correct firings of the � th relevant D neuron over all contextual
episodes. The plot shows the mean and standard deviation0 ! ' ;+��> over seven simulations and four episodes in each.
The first pattern of each episode in each simulation is always
recalled. Later patterns are recalled most of the time, but there
are occasional failures. Those episodes are the ones that had
incorrect firings of type

' � % ;=8#> .
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

We have shown how a neural system with simple Hebbian
style LTP/LTD rules is able to discover sequences of relevant
patterns embedded in distractors over multiple contextual
episodes, and to learn the order between them. The system
is given no knowledge of which patterns are relevant or dis-
tractors and what their order is. Distractors in one episode can
be relevant patterns in others. The only information available
to the system is the beginning of a distinct contextual episode.
The central element in the model is the latent attractor network
that keeps the representation of relevant and/or distractor
patterns in different contextual episodes apart. Several issues
in the model — e.g., the sequencing of subtasks — require
further study, which will be addressed in the future.
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